SOLITUDE® Seating

The back rib design gives maximum
flex and support to each user.

Fiberglass reinforced arms provide
strength and style. Arms are offered in
the same colors as the seat and back.

Solitude With Arms
Comfort and style have never
been so affordable, thanks to
Solitude Seating. Solitude is
an elegant stack chair solution
for guest seating, food service,
meeting and waiting rooms
and more.

It has a distinctive look and
feel that truly expresses an
organization5s commitment
to quality and a flair for design.
The back flex of Solitude offers
remarkable comfort. Its unique

shell is contoured and scaled
to minimize pressure points.
This shape also gives a
distinctive look and feel to
any environment containing
Solitude seating.

Solitude brings high design in
at a moderate price. One look
will clearly show you how the
distinctive style of Solitude can
enhance any setting.

The kick-back leg maintains stability
and support while seated.

Solitude seating can stack 8 high on
the floor or 12 high on the tubular
steel transport dolly.

SOLITUDE® Seating

The textured shell offers durability
and an appealing look for any office
environment.

The leg end caps on the no arm
Solitude chair are color sensitive
to the poly shell.

Solitude Armless
These chairs can be used one
at a time as a side chair, or
grouped in larger conference
settings. They also conveniently
stack for easy storage.

Solitude is available in a wide
variety of colors and finish
options. Its innovative,
contemporary shell structure
can be molded in black or warm
grey, which can be accented by
a fabric back and seat option.

Solitude is also available with or
without arms, depending on the
intended use.

Upholstered seat and back pads are
securely attached to the poly shell
but are easily field replaceable.

Make a stunning statement
in office decor with Solitude
Seating.

The upholstered pads add elegance to
Solitude5s design and are accented by
your choice a black or warm grey poly
shell and numerous painted frame
color options.
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